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ABSTRACT

Academic methodological research is often done with the hope of creating mathematical methods that will be used in practice. At the same time, there is a significant gap between publishing papers and having the methods described actually be used in industry. In this talk, we offer advice for bridging this gap. We discuss challenges arising from a difference in focus between academic and industry research, and also an incomplete awareness within academia of the full context in which methods are deployed in industry. We then discuss strategies for overcoming these challenges, describing them using examples from the presenter's experiences as a data science manager at Uber working on Uber's carpooling product, UberPOOL, and as an academic developing Bayesian optimization algorithms for use at Yelp and the Bayesian optimization startup company SigOpt. This talk is aimed at academics who want their research to be used in industry, soon-to-graduate PhD students who are making a leap into an industry career, and practitioners interested in exploring ways to be more effective.
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